Abstract-The preparation of good navigational synthetic aperture radar (SAR) reference image is critical to the SAR scene matching aided navigation system, especially for complex terrain. However, few papers discuss the problem, and almost none of the methods proposed by them are fully automatic. Based on the practical requirements, a fully automated method of SAR reference image preparation is introduced. Firstly, a number of distinctive control points (CP) in the simulated SAR image is detected based on a method of image segmentation and clustering. Then, the corresponding tie-points in the real SAR image are searched based on local similarity by means of template matching. To improve the accuracy of CP, a method for segmentation threshold calculation, outlier screening and sub-pixel location computation is presented. Finally, the real SAR image is warped to the simulated one, and then projected to the frame of digital elevation model (DEM) by the polynomial mapping function. Experimental results on real data sets demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
The inertial navigation system (INS)/synthetic aperture radar (SAR) navigation system, which makes use of SAR technology, not only has all-weather and all-day capabilities, but also increases the capabilities of interference suppression. The navigation system matches the real-time image and a geo-referenced image (also called reference image) to obtain the position update information, and corrects the cumulated error of INS by fusing the update information with INS measurements [1] . The accuracy of reference image affects the performance of scene matching, and plays an important role on the final accuracy of navigation.
In the early days, since it is convenient and accessible to acquire optical images of interested regions, the INS/SAR navigation system generally takes optical image as reference image. However, the tremendous differences between optical image and SAR image increase the difficulty of scene matching, and even decrease the accuracy of navigation. In order to increase the similarity between reference image and real-time image, and improve the accuracy of navigation, it is a trend to take SAR image as reference image. It is a pity that few technologies of SAR reference image preparation are available from the open literature. According to the principles of scene matching navigation [1] , this paper prepares SAR reference image by means of geometric correction.
The geometric correction method, based on whether it takes use of control points (CP), can be divided into two main categories: the method based on imaging model [2] [3] [4] [5] and the method based on SAR image simulation [6] [7] [8] .
The first method, which corrects geometric distortions mainly by constructing imaging model (such as polynomial model, Konenecy model, Leberl model and R-D model), can receive high accuracy if some accurate CPs or precise state vectors of SAR can be provided in advance. However, the accuracy of the method will decrease greatly under some mountainous terrains, since it is difficult to detect CPs under these areas. The second method, which corrects geometric distortions mainly by the matching of real and simulated SAR image, can get rid of the requirements of CPs and state vectors. Therefore, the second method becomes the preferred one to correct SAR images of mountainous regions. The research of this paper is based on it.
For the correction method based on SAR image simulation, the critical step is the CP detection and matching. The CPs are the distinctive points in the image, which can be easily recognized and detected. The more precise of the CPs, the more accurate geometric accuracy will be got. Therefore, various methods for CP detection are developed taking into account the different characteristics of image data. Liu et al. [7] proposes a method of CP detection using image processing soft. The method first detects CPs in the simulated SAR image via image processing soft, then searches the tie-points in the real SAR image by image matching. Sheng and Alsdorf [6] and Bentoutou et al. [9] suggest an edge-based method of CP detection, which does the edge detection firstly, and then detects CPs in the edge image using corner detector. Though these methods can detect a set of reliable CPs, they don't take into account the characters of SAR image under mountainous areas, where the features of layover and shadow are obvious. Therefore, the performance of these methods will decrease when they are used in the mountainous SAR images. Some researches taking layover and shadows as features for CP detection are carried out by [4, 10, 11] . However, the aim of [4] is to provide support to a human operator in an interactive procedure, but not to develop a fully automated system. The method proposed in [10] dose not give the detailed description of the method. The method developed by [11] just completes some experiments on the factors which affect the matching of real and simulated image, but no accuracy evaluation of the CPs is given.
Aims at researching on fully automated method of reference image preparation for navigation, a new method for control point detection and matching is proposed in this paper. Firstly, CPs in the simulated SAR image are detected by an improved gray segmentation and clustering method. Then, for each CP, the corresponding tie-point in the real SAR image is searched based on the image offset and local similarity by template matching. In the end, the real SAR image is registered to the simulated one by using polynomial interpolation, and then projected to the DEM map based on the imaging geometry. In order to improve the accuracy of the method, some improved methods are introduced, which improves the geometric accuracy of the reference image.
This paper is organized as follows. The proposed method of reference image preparation is described in Section 2, which mainly deals with the CP detection and CP matching. Results of experiments on real data sets are reported in Section 3. Finally, the related conclusions are given in Section 4.
THE METHOD OF REFERENCE IMAGE PREPARATION
Typical SAR image of mountainous terrain is illustrated in Figure 1 , which is in an area around (105.8371 • E, 26.1098 • N). The elevations of the imaging area range from 1110 m to 1530 m. From Figure 1 we can see that there exist severe geometric distortions in the SAR image, such as layover, shadow and foreshortening. If such images are used in image matching, the matching probability and accuracy will decrease [12, 13] . Therefore, INS/SAR navigation system always takes geometrically rectified SAR image as reference image.
Typical procedures involved in the correction method based on image simulation are as follows: (1) rotating DEM according to the azimuth angle, so that the north of DEM will be consistent with the Figure 1 . SAR image of mountainous region. The horizontal is the azimuth direction, and the vertical is the range direction, hereinafter the same. direction of flight; (2) simulating a SAR image from DEM according to the imaging geometry of the real SAR image; (3) detecting reliable tie-points (TPs) that appear in both the real and simulated SAR image; (4) warping the real SAR image to the simulated one using a appropriate mapping function; (5) projecting the warped real SAR image back to the DEM map using the imaging relationship. The general flow chart of the proposed method is shown in Figure 2 .
The method requires two types of inputs: DEM data and the real SAR image, where the latter one includes some imaging parameters, such as sensor altitude H, incidence angle θ and azimuth angle η. H is used in slant range calculation and geometric distortion simulation from DEM, θ is used in backscatter amplitude calculation, and η is used in DEM rotation. In some operational case, if the real SAR image isn't at Zero-Doppler, the velocity of the aircraft is needed, too.
According to the grid space of DEM and the pixel size of real SAR image, the DEM data is interpolated [14] or the SAR image is re-sampled to decrease the scale difference between real and simulated SAR image. Then, SAR image and layover image are simulated from DEM based on the facet model [15] and the geometric relationship of the real SAR image (which is called lookup table in this paper) [16] .
The critical steps of the proposed method are CP detection and CP matching. The CP detection is implemented by an effective image segmentation and clustering method. The CP matching is implemented in two stages for accuracy. The first-stage CP matching is only implemented for the transformation parameters calculation, and it requires an input of the preprocessed real and simulated SAR image, and the range offset between them. The detected tie-points and calculated transformation parameters in the first-stage are inputted into the stage-2 CP matching for outlier screening to produce the final set of tie-points with high accuracy.
In the end, the real SAR image is warped to the simulated one and then projected to the DEM map using the final set of tie-points by a polynomial mapping function. The output of the above procedures is a geometrically rectified SAR image with geometric and topographic distortions removed.
Control Point Detection

SAR Image Simulation
There are two main parts included in the SAR image simulation: 1) backscatter modeling; 2) coordinate transformation. The purpose of SAR image simulation is to acquire tie-points through the image matching between real and simulated SAR image. The key point is to create a SAR image that is similar or identical in geometry with the real SAR image. Therefore, the backscatter modeling doses not require a simulated SAR image that has absolutely correct backscatter values. The typical backscattering model is cosine model, which includes three types [17] ,
where ρ is the backscattered amplitude, θ is the local incidence angel presented in degree. Considering backscattered power of these three models, it is found that Model 2 assumes a Lambert's law surface, which is more suitable for backscattered amplitude calculation.
SAR imaging geometry is shown in Figure 3 (a), where the black dashed frame is the original DEM, and the overstriking black frame is the rotated DEM. If the earth curvature can not be ignored, the Range-Doppler (RD) method is the preferred imaging model, which accurately describes the relationships between slant range and Doppler via three equations. However, Rees and Steel [18] compared three earth models at various levels of simplification, and showed that the flat earth simplification is a reasonable, efficient and sufficiently accurate
is the imaging geometry of SAR. Under the assumption of flat earth surface, the datum plane is a horizontal surface. H is sensor altitude, θ is incidence angle, η is azimuth angle, h is the elevation of target P, P is the vertical projection of P on the datum plane, R is the slant range between target P and sensor, R is the slant range between P and sensor, R g is the ground range of P, ∆R is the slant range offset induced by elevation h. The coordinate system N -E is an east-northup system, A-R is an azimuth-range system, O-XY Z is a Cartesian system. (b) is the amplitude of slant ranges along a range line.
approximation. Therefore, a simple method to construct the lookup table is proposed in this paper. From Figure 3 (a), we have the following expression for the slant range of target P:
where R g is the ground range of target P, R g min is the nearest ground range, n is the range coordinate of P in the DEM, S p is the grid space of DEM, H is the sensor altitude, and h is the elevation of P. Firstly, the slant range R is compared with the slant range sequence of SAR image.
where S rn is the nearest slant range, d r is the pixel size of range, m is the range coordinate of SAR image. Then, the location with least difference is searched, and taken as the corresponding location of P in the simulated image. Finally, the backscattered amplitude of P is added to that of the corresponding position in the simulated image. When all the targets in DEM are processed, the SAR image simulation is completed. In this paper, H = 4 km, θ = 44 • , and η = 180 • are used as the nominal sensor parameters in SAR image simulation. The simulated SAR image is shown in Figure 4 (a), from which we can see that the simulated SAR image is similar with the real SAR image in geometry.
For the convenience of following description, the method of layover image simulation is presented [16] . In order to search for all the layover regions, the method is divided into two steps: along each range line, (1) Searching from near to far, and find the first maximum (as B illustrated in Figure 3 is the layover image in the DEM coordinate system, where the white points are layover points.
as layover points. Next, search other layover points using the same method until the farthest slant range; (2) Searching from far to near, and find the first minimum (as G illustrated in Figure 3 (b), whose slant range is R G ). Then, taking G as the origin, search the slant range until the slant range decreases to R G again (as E illustrated in Figure 3(b) ), and label all the points in this scope as layover points. Next, search other layover points using the same method until the nearest slant range.
From the above procedures, we can get that the points in the scope A-D and E-H in Figure 3 (b) are all layover points, where B-C and F-G are active layover regions, and the others are passive layover regions. The simulated layover image is shown in Figure 4 (b).
Image Segmentation
The general object of image segmentation is to separate the interested regions out of the image. The segmented image replaces the pixels, whose gray value greater than the threshold, with the value 1 (white), and replaces all other pixels with the value 0 (black). The threshold, which is specified in the range of [0, 1], is a crucial factor in the segmentation. Some methods to determine the gray threshold are proposed in [19, 20] , such as histogram-based method, otsu-based method and watershed-based method. However, since none of the methods consider the characters of layover regions in the simulated image, they are ineffective in the layover region segmentation. A simple method of gray threshold calculation is introduced, as described follows: (1) Simulate a layover image in slant range plane based on the method presented in Section 2.1.1, and calculate the percentage of the layover pixels in the layover image, denoted by R io . (2) Quantify the simulated SAR image to 8 bits, and calculate the histogram. (3) Sum the pixels in each level of the histogram until the percentage of the summation to the total pixels equals to 1 − R io , and save the current level of the histogram. (4) Take the ratio of the current level to the maximal level as the gray threshold. The maximal level is 256 for the images of 8 bits. Figure 5 demonstrates the segmentation results using the Otsu and the proposed method. Although the method based on Otsu can segment the layover region too, the results include non-layover regions (as Figure 5(a) shows), which will burden the following CP detection. The proposed method can segment the connected layover regions only (as Figure 5(b) shows), assisting the following CP detection.
(a) (b) Figure 5 . The segmentation results. (a) is the segmentation result using the threshold determined by Otsu. (b) is the segmentation result using the threshold calculated by the proposed method.
Control Point Detection
An improved clustering method is selected to detect CP based on the special characters of SAR image under mountainous terrains, where the features of layover and shadow are obvious. For the 0-1 binary image from image segmentation or the mask image (created by multiplying the 0-1 binary image by the original image), the function of clustering is to assemble the points within a range, and acquire a new clustering center.
Suppose that the mask image (M × N pixels) is A = {a ij }, where i = 1, 2, . . . , M , j = 1, 2, . . . , N , and the range threshold judging whether two pixels belong to the same region is D (which is also called clustering radius). Then, the flow of CP detection is as follows:
(1) Read each pixel a ij according to its order in the row and column.
If a ij = 0, read the next pixel; or else, go to the next step. 
picking the qth clustering center who clusters the least pixels, and go to the next step. (3) Perform the following process to the qth clustering center: From the above procedures, a dense set of CPs can be detected. If the layover region distributes all over the image, then the CPs will distribute all over the image too. Figure 6 illustrates the CPs detected in the simulated image, from which we can see that the detected CPs distribute along layover regions.
The Image Offset Calculation
If the image offset between real and simulated SAR image can be got in advance, the process of CP matching will be speeded up. However, the general methods to acquire the offset are by visually comparing the image pairs [6, 9] , which need human intervention. An automated method of image offset calculation is proposed in this paper.
From Equation (2), the slant range error induced by parameter errors can be calculated as: 
where ∆H, ∆h, ∆gr, and ∆θ are sensor altitude error, DEM elevation error, ground range error and incidence angle error, respectively, ∆R H , ∆R h , ∆R gr , and ∆R θ are the corresponding slant range error, S rn is the nearest slant range. Given the location accuracy of GPS in longitude and latitude are (∆a, ∆r), then the azimuth error and ground range error induced by them are:
If the pixel size is d a × d r (azimuth × range), we can get the image offset (∆A, ∆R) in pixel:
Since small angle errors have little influence on cosine value and sine value, the incidence angle used in (7)-(12) can be the defined value in the SAR image simulation. Otherwise, since the range measure is accurate for SAR, the S rn can be assumed fully accurate.
Control Point Matching
CP matching is one of the most important tasks in automated image rectification. However, the severe speckle noise and quantization noise in real SAR image decreases the performance of CP matching. Some preprocessing should be implemented before matching. By comparing the results of general used methods for speckle suppression, such as multi-look processing, median filter, smoothing filter, Lee filter and enhanced Lee filter, Gamma MAP filter and enhanced Gamma MAP filter [21] , the enhanced Lee filter is considered as the best method for speckle suppression. For the quantization noise, it can be suppressed by setting the minimal gray threshold. Furthermore, in order to increase the radiometric quality of the simulated SAR image, it can be calibrated by matching its histogram to that of the real SAR image.
Based on the image offset and the CPs detected in the simulated SAR image, the tie-points in the real SAR image can be derived by some similarity measures, such as correlation coefficient, gray mean square difference, gray standard difference, invariant moments and Hausdorff distance. Normalized correlation coefficient (NCORR) is selected as the similarity measure in this paper since it is computationally straightforward and normalized to the range of −1 to 1. In addition, the measure is not affected by scalar multiplication or addition of a constant to one of the images, making it immune to many artifacts introduced into images by sensors and simulation [6] . In order to speed up the CP matching, correlation computation is limited within the image offset. The tie-points in the real SAR image are determined as follows. (1) (1) and (2), we can get a set of tie-points. Although some tie-points pass the CP matching, they may still be problematic and appear as outliers showing offsets significantly different from their surrounding tie-points. These outliers need to be removed. A method is developed to screen out outliers. Based on the tie-points and polynomial interpolation model described in the following section, the transformation parameters are estimated and all the CPs in the real SAR image are transformed into the simulated image. Given CPs in the simulated SAR image are (
and CPs transformed from the real SAR image are (
where M is the number of tie-points. Then, the distance between them can be calculated as:
If the distance is bigger than the threshold E T , the corresponding CP is screened out as outlier. (4) The tie-points after outlier screening are saved to calculate the transformation parameters and validate the accuracy of the method.
In order to improve the accuracy of CP matching, it is necessary to provide methods to obtain sub-pixel precision, because the described CP matching approach only determines CPs up to integer accuracy. Several approaches have been proposed to obtain sub-pixel accuracy in CP matching, such as analytical matching interpolation methods [22] and image-interpolation methods [23] . Since the image interpolation approach is computationally expensive compared to the analytical match-interpolation method [9] , the analytical match-interpolation method is used in this paper. In this case, sub-pixel accuracy is achieved by interpolating in the match measure surface to estimate the position of the peak. Given the discrete match measure surface S(a, r) and the best match position (a 0 , r 0 ), the estimated coordinates (a, r) of the match peak around (a 0 , r 0 ) are calculated as
The CPs after outlier screening in the simulated SAR image are illustrated in Figure 7 (a). The tie-points derived in the real SAR image are illustrated in Figure 7(b) . From Figure 7 , we can get that the more severe of the layover is, the more CPs will be detected, and enough tiepoints can be detected via the proposed method.
Image Warping and Geometric Rectification
With the derived tie-points, the real SAR image can be warped into the simulated SAR image by applying a mapping function. The general used mapping function models include: affine model, polynomial model, B-splines function model, tine-plate spline function model, and piecewise deformation model. Since the image in this paper is only a 1, 2, . . . , N , where N is the number of CPs after outlier screening), the polynomial function model between two images can be expressed as:
In order to solve for the transformation parameters, the equation above can be rewritten to gather the unknowns into a column vector: Figure 8 . The geometrically corrected SAR image.
, we can write this linear system as
Then the least-square solution for the parameter vector P can be determined by solving the corresponding normal equations
Then the real SAR image can be warped into the simulated SAR image, and projected to the DEM map by the lookup table.
The result of the above procedures is a geometrically corrected SAR image, as Figure 8 shows, from which we can see that the geometric distortions of layover and foreshortening are all removed. However, the shadow can not be removed by the proposed method. The interested readers can find the method to compensate shadow in [24] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The procedures proposed in Section 2 were implemented in MATLAB, on a 2. The template radius R ad is a very important factor in the CP matching. In order to reduce the computation time to a minimum, this template should be as small as possible. However, the size of the template determines the amount of statistical information that is provided. Small templates will yield unreliable match values. Experiments in this work indicate that a template of radius being 15 yields a good compromise between computational speed and statistical reliability. Otherwise, the NCORR threshold G T = 0.6, and outlier screening threshold E T = 3 is used in this paper based on experiments.
In order to validate the accuracy of the method, parts of the tiepoints are employed to estimate the transformation parameters, and the others are used as checkpoints. For a quantitative error analysis, the mean error, the maximum error, and the root mean square error (RMSE) are always computed from these checkpoints [18] . RMSE error, which is more statistically meaningful, is commonly used in error evaluation. According to the polynomial mapping model (as (18) shows), the CPs in the real SAR image can be mapped into the simulated SAR image as follows: (22) where i = 1, 2, . . . , N V , and N V is the number of checkpoints. Then the RMSE can be calculated as:
In the end, ten checkpoints are selected to compute the RMSE. The coordinates of these checkpoints are illustrated in Table 1 . The coordinates in the real SAR image are in sub-pixel, which are calculated from (16) and (17) . From Table 1 , we can see that the checkpoints distribute all over the image.
The estimated RMSE of ten checkpoints is listed in Table 2 , from which we know that the total RMSE is about one pixel (i.e., 2.5 m). According to the incidence angle, the RMSE will be 3.599 m in the ground range plane. Suppose the DEM is accurate, the accuracy of the reference image is 3.599 m.
As mentioned in Section 2, the sensor parameters (i.e., sensor altitude, incidence angle and azimuth angle) are critical in both simulating SAR image from DEM data, and projecting SAR image back to DEM map. Although inaccurate sensor parameters may induce errors in the individual process, the induced errors will be canceled out in the geometrically corrected process since these two processes are exactly opposite.
In general, the bigger of the elevation difference is, the severer of geometric distortions of SAR image will be. However, since the proposed method for CP detection is based on terrain feature, denser and more reliable tie-points are usually found in high relief areas (as illustrated in Figure 7) . Therefore, the accuracy of the method is better in high elevations, and decreases in the low elevations. In order to improve the accuracy, some methods, such as SIFT [1] , could be used in the flat areas. Otherwise, though SAR backscatter variations due to land covers may affect image matching, the effective outlier screening procedures developed to remove erroneous tie-points make the proposed method relatively immune to the backscatter variations in the real SAR image.
The proposed method is fully automatic, and can be implemented by the computer alone. The total processing time is about 15 mins, and the SAR image simulation and CP matching account for 35% and 56%, respectively, which means the correlation computation is time consuming and may be further accelerated through the method proposed in [12] [13] [14] . By comparing the proposed method with the existed methods in [6, 9] , where the TGM is the method proposed in [6] and the EBM is the method proposed in [9] , we can get that the proposed method is better in accuracy and computation time.
Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the accuracy of the method, two geometrically corrected images are mosaicked. One of the images is shown in Figure 8 , and the other is shown in Figure 9 , which has some superposition in the range with Figure 8 . To make the mosaic image look smooth, the mosaic image uses the average gray value of the two images in the overlapping regions, and directly uses the original gray value of them in the non-overlapping regions. Figure 10 shows the mosaic image, from which we can get that the mosaic result is good since the geometric accuracy of two images are both high.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a fully automated method of SAR reference image preparation for navigation. Critical technologies of the proposed method include SAR image and layover image simulation from DEM, image segmentation and clustering, outlier screening, and sub-pixel location computation. The layover image simulation provides a method to calculate the gray threshold for image segmentation. The image segmentation and clustering produces a set of denser and reliable CPs distributing along layover regions. The effective outlier screening procedure makes the proposed method relatively immune to the backscatter variations in real SAR image. The method of sub-pixel location computation makes the accurate registration between the real and simulated SAR image become reality. According to the experiments based on real data sets, the accuracy of reference image is better than 5 m. Therefore, the proposed method is accurate and effective in SAR reference image preparation under complex terrains.
In the future work, the method will be tested on other types of data sets, such as spaceborne SAR image. Furthermore, the technologies of characteristic reference image preparation, which only utilizes some characteristics of image, will also be researched.
